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DUSTON LOCAL HISTORY SOCIETY 
NEWSLETTER  

issue 6   SEPTEMBER 2020 
 

TODAY IS V.J. DAY 15th AUGUST 

CELEBRATIONS IN DUSTON  

 
The first British Timken Show was held 75 years ago. The firm had arrived in Duston during the war and was to have 

an enduring influence on life in the village. This photo gives an early glimpse of the efforts the company made to 

establish good relationships with the local community. It also reflects the celebratory mood following the end of 

war; there were 28 Timken bearings in the Cromwell tank that had been used in the campaign in northwest Europe 

following D-Day. Today, it’s doubtful whether a group of children would be allowed to climb over a tank without the 

question of ‘Health and Safety’ being raised; the children’s association with such a militaristic image might also upset 

modern notions of what is ‘politically correct’.  

The children themselves seem to be perfectly happy, though a close look shows a few of them have their ‘V’ for 

Victory signs the wrong way round!  Andy North 
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Japanese conquest of Burma - Nick Knudsen 

Japanese objectives in Burma were initially limited to the capture of Rangoon (now known as Yangon), the capital 

and principal seaport. This would close the overland supply line to China and provide a strategic bulwark to defend 

Japanese gains in British Malaya and the Dutch East Indies. The Japanese successfully attacked and captured the port 

of Moulmein at the mouth of the Salween River after overcoming stiff resistance. They then advanced northwards, 

outflanking successive British defensive positions. Troops of the 17th Indian Infantry Division tried to retreat over 

the Sittaung River, but Japanese parties reached the vital bridge before they did. On 22 February, the bridge was 

demolished to prevent its capture, a decision that has since been extremely contentious.  The loss of two brigades of 

17th Indian Division meant that Rangoon could not be defended. The remnants of Burma Army broke out to the 

north, narrowly escaping encirclement. On the eastern part of the front, in the Battle of Yunnan-Burma Road, the 

Chinese held up the Japanese for a time around Toungoo, but after its fall the road was open to the east in 

the Karenni States and advance northward through the Shan States to capture Lashio, outflanking the Allied 

defensive lines and cutting off the Chinese armies from Yunnan. With the effective collapse of the entire defensive 

line, there was little choice left other than an overland retreat to India or to Yunnan.  

Japanese advance to the Indian frontier 

Japanese advance, January–March 1942 

After the fall of Rangoon in March 1942, the Allies attempted to make a stand 

in the north of the country (Upper Burma), having been reinforced by 

a Chinese Expeditionary Force. The Allies were also faced with growing 

numbers of Burmese insurgents and the civil administration broke down in 

the areas they still held. With their forces cut off from almost all sources of 

supply, the Allied commanders finally decided to evacuate their forces from 

Burma. The retreat was conducted in very difficult circumstances. Starving 

refugees, disorganised stragglers, and the sick and wounded clogged the 

primitive roads and tracks leading to India. Burma Corps managed to make it 

most of the way to Imphal, in Manipur in India, just before the monsoon 

broke in May 1942, having lost most of their equipment and transport. There, 

they found themselves living out in the open under torrential rains in 

extremely unhealthy circumstances. The army and civil authorities in India 

were very slow to respond to the needs of the troops and civilian refugees.  

 

 

 Japanese invasion of India 1944 

 Imphal and Kohima Campaign 

The Japanese troops crossed the Chindwin River on 8 March.14th Army was slow to order their forward troops to 

withdraw and the 17th Indian Infantry Division was cut off at Tiddim. It fought its way back to Imphal with aid from 

the reserve division, supplied by parachute drops. North of Imphal, 50th Indian Parachute Brigade was defeated at 

Sangshak by a regiment from the Japanese 31st Division on its way to Kohima. Imphal was thus left vulnerable to an 

attack   

By the end of the first week in April, the British had concentrated in the Imphal plain. The Japanese launched several 

offensives during the month, which were repulsed. At the start of May 14th Army began a counter-offensive against 

the Japanese north of Imphal. Progress was slow, as movement was made difficult by monsoon rains and they were 

short of supplies. 
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Also at the beginning of April, the Japanese reached Kohima. 

Instead of isolating the small British garrison there and 

pressing on with his main force to Dimapur, they chose to 

capture the hill station. The siege lasted from 5 to 18 April, 

when the exhausted defenders were relieved. A new 

formation then  began a counter-offensive and by 15 May, 

they had prised the Japanese off Kohima Ridge itself. After a 

pause during which more Allied reinforcements arrived, the 

British renewed its offensive. 

By now, the Japanese were at the end of their endurance. 

Their troops were starving, and during the monsoon, disease 

rapidly spread among them. Lieutenant-General Sato had 

notified Mutaguchi that his division would withdraw from 

Kohima at the end of May if it were not supplied. In spite of 

orders to hold on, Sato did indeed retreat. The leading troops 

of 14th Army met at Milestone 109 on the Dimapur-Imphal 

road on 22 June, and the siege of Imphal was raised.  

The Japanese made repeated efforts, but by the end of June they had suffered so many casualties both from battle 

and disease that they were unable to make any progress. The Imphal operation was finally broken off early in July, 

and the Japanese retreated painfully to the Chindwin River. 

It was the greatest defeat to that date in Japanese history. They had suffered 50–60,000 dead, and 100,000 or more 

casualties. Most of these losses were the result of disease, malnutrition and exhaustion. The Allies suffered 12,500 

casualties, including 2,269 killed. During the monsoon from August to November, 14th Army pursued the Japanese 

to the Chindwin River. While the 11th East Africa Division advanced down the Kabaw Valley from Tamu, the 5th 

Indian Division advanced along the mountainous Tiddim road. By the end of November, Kalewa had been 

recaptured, and several bridgeheads were established on the east bank of the Chindwin.[ 

Allied reoccupation of Burma 1944–1945 

The Allies launched a series of offensive operations into Burma during late 1944 and the first half of 1945. 

The Fourteenth Army, made the main offensive effort into Burma. Although the Japanese retreat over the Irrawaddy 

forced the Allies to completely change their plans, such was the Allies' material superiority that this was done. IV 

Corps was switched in secret from the right to the left flank of the army and aimed to cross the Irrawaddy 

near Pakokku and seize the Japanese line-of-communication centre of Meiktila, while XXXIII Corps continued to 

advance on Mandalay. 

During January and February 1945, XXXIII Corps seized crossings over the Irrawaddy River near Mandalay. There was 

heavy fighting, which attracted Japanese reserves and fixed their attention. Late in February, the 7th Indian Division 

leading IV Corps, seized crossings at Nyaungu near Pakokku. 17th Indian Division and 255th Indian Tank 

Brigade followed them across and struck for Meiktila. In the open terrain of Central Burma, this force 

outmanoeuvred the Japanese and fell on Meiktila on 1 March. The town was captured in four days, despite 

resistance to the last man. 

The Japanese tried first to relieve the garrison at Meiktila and then to recapture the town and destroy its defenders. 

Their attacks were not properly coordinated and were repulsed. The Japanese had suffered heavy casualties and lost 

most of their artillery, their chief anti-tank weapon. They broke off the attack and retreated to Pyawbwe. 

XXXIII Corps had renewed its attack on Mandalay. It fell to 19th Indian Division on 20 March, though the Japanese 

held the former citadel which the British called Fort Dufferin for another week. Much of the historically and 

culturally significant portions of Mandalay were burned to the ground. 

Though the Allied force had advanced successfully into central Burma, it was vital to capture the port of Rangoon 

before the monsoon to avoid a logistics crisis. In the spring of 1945, the other factor in the race for Rangoon was the 
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years of preparation by the liaison organisation, Force 136, which resulted in a national uprising within Burma and 

the defection of the entire Burma National Army to the allied side. In addition to the allied advance, the Japanese 

now faced open rebellion behind their lines. 

Fourteenth Army's secondary drive down the Irrawaddy River valley initially met stiff resistance from 

the Japanese.my. From this point, the advance down the main road to Rangoon faced little organised opposition. An 

uprising by Karen guerrillas prevented troops from the reorganised Japanese Fifteenth Army from reaching the 

major road centre of Taungoo before IV Corps captured it.  

The original conception of the plan to re-take Burma had envisaged XV Corps making an amphibious assault on 

Rangoon well before Fourteenth Army reached the capital, in order to ease supply problems. This operation, 

codenamed Operation Dracula, was postponed several times as the necessary landing craft were retained in Europe 

and finally dropped in favour of an attack on Phuket Island, off the west coast of Thailand. 

Slim feared that the Japanese would defend Rangoon to the last man through the monsoon, which would put 

Fourteenth Army in a disastrous supply situation. He therefore asked for Operation Dracula to be re-mounted at 

short notice. The naval forces for the attack on Phuket were diverted to Operation Dracula, and units of XV Corps 

were embarked from Akyab and Ramree. 

On 1 May, a Gurkha parachute battalion was dropped on Elephant Point, and cleared Japanese rear guards from the 

mouth of the Yangon River. The 26th Indian Infantry Division landed by ship the next day. When they arrived, they 

discovered that Kimura had ordered Rangoon to be evacuated, starting on 22 April. After the Japanese withdrawal, 

Yangon had experienced an orgy of looting and lawlessness similar to the last days of the British in the city in 1942. 

On the afternoon of 2 May1945 the monsoon rains began in full force. The Allied drive to liberate Rangoon before 

the rains had succeeded with only a few hours to spare. 

The leading troops of the 17th and 26th Indian divisions met at Hlegu, 28 miles (45 km) north of Rangoon, on 6 May. 

Final operations after VE Day 

Following the capture of Rangoon, a new Twelfth Army headquarters was created from XXXIII Corps HQ to take 

control of the formations which were to remain in Burma. 

The Japanese Twenty-Eighth Army, after withdrawing from Arakan and resisting XXXIII Corps in the Irrawaddy valley, 

had retreated into the Pegu Yomas, a range of low jungle-covered hills between the Irrawaddy and Sittang rivers. 

They planned to break out and rejoin Burma Area Army. To cover this break-out, Kimura ordered Thirty-Third Army 

to mount a diversionary offensive across the Sittang, although the entire army could muster the strength of barely a 

regiment. On 3 July, they attacked British positions in the "Sittang Bend". On 10 July, after a battle for country which 

was almost entirely flooded, both the Japanese and the Allies withdrew. 

The Japanese had attacked too early. Twenty-Eighth Army was not ready to start the break-out until 17 July. The 

break-out was a disaster. The British had placed ambushes or artillery concentrations on the routes the Japanese 

were to use. Hundreds of men drowned trying to cross the swollen Sittang on improvised bamboo floats and rafts. 

Burmese guerrillas and bandits killed stragglers east of the river. The break-out cost the Japanese nearly 10,000 men, 

half the strength of Twenty-Eighth Army. British and Indian casualties were minimal. 

Results 

The military and political results of the Burma campaign have been contentious to historians. It was suggested by 

some American historians that the campaign did not greatly contribute to the defeat of Japan except for distracting 

significant Japanese land forces away from China or the Pacific, although this opinion is partisan and hotly 

disputed. They suggest the Japanese retention of control of Burma was in military terms irrelevant to the ultimate 

fate of Japan. Generally, the recovery of Burma is reckoned as a triumph for the British Indian Army and resulted in 

the greatest defeat the Japanese armies had suffered to that date.] 

The attempted Japanese invasion of India in 1944 was launched on unrealistic premises as after the Singapore 

debacle and the loss of Burma in 1942, the British were bound to defend India at all costs. A successful invasion by 
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Japanese Imperial forces would have been disastrous. The defence operations at Kohima and Imphal in 1944 have 

since taken on huge symbolic value as the turning of the tide in British fortunes in the war in the East.] 

The American historian Raymond Callahan concluded "Slim's great victory helped the British, unlike the French, 

Dutch or, later, the Americans, to leave Asia with some dignity.  

After the war ended a combination of the pre-war agitation among the Bamar population for independence and the 

economic ruin of Burma during the four years' campaign made it impossible for the former regime to be resumed. 

Within three years both Burma and India were independent. 

Nick Knudsen is a former senior officer in the British Army and son-in-law of Joyce Rudkin, a long term resident of 

Ashwood Road 

 

NORTHAMPTON ST JOHN’S STATION 

St. John's Street railway station was the third 

opened in Northampton, the northern terminus 

of the Midland Railway's former Bedford to 

Northampton Line which served the town from 

1872 to 1939.  Its closure came about as a cost-

cutting measure implemented by the London, 

Midland and Scottish Railway which diverted 

services to the nearby Northampton Castle 

station.  It was not demolished until 1948. 

 

The station was built on a plot of land within the grounds of the former St. John's Priory near the centre of the 

town.  The boundary was to the north by St. John's Street and to the south by Victoria Gardens leading to Cattle 

Market Road. The station was located at the bottom of Guildhall Road, with the line curving over Victoria 

Promenade where the roundabout to Morrisons superstore (the former cattle market site) is now located (image  below 

left).   

The railway 

bridge on 

Victoria 

Promenade can 

be seen (image 

right) in the 

distance 

showing flood 

water in 1947.  

Older buildings 

on the left have 

now been 

replaced by St 

John’s multi-

storey carpark.  https://lifeandtherailway.yolasite.com/st-johns-street-

station.php and Northampton Chronicle & Echo 

Kathy Perkins 
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MY DEBT TO A GUIDE DOG CALLED SUNNY - HARVEY WHITE 

This article is follow-up to the text in the August issue about Guide Dogs for the Blind - now from a user’s 
perspective  

The problem with my eyesight started about 70 years ago when a hard ball injured my right eye. This was not initially 
diagnosed as being serious, but I had troublesome visual symptoms.  About five years later, after a more detailed  
examination, I underwent emergency surgery for a damaged eyeball and detached retina. The operation was  
remarkably successful, and I was able to continue with a career in surgery.  I had only been a consultant for a few 
years when I was unlucky enough to develop shingles which affected my other eye. This was followed by a small 
retinal haemorrhage.  My sight, however, remained fairly good until I was mugged, resulting in a fractured skull and 
a haemorrhage around my eyes.  Fearing that my sight was not satisfactory to continue driving, I decided to have an 
eye test. Unfortunately, these lead to unexpected complications.   Three operations under general anaesthetics were 
unsuccessful. 
 
I am now left with glaucoma, no vision on the left and a variable and patchy 20% on the right.  This meant that I was 
no longer able to care for my wife who had severe dementia. She was taken into full-time care.  I was still able to 
move around fairly well but my balance had become bad. Initially my carer thought it would be beneficial for me to 
have a retired guide dog as a companion. However, Guide Dogs judged that I really needed a working dog. I was 
started on their mobility course while waiting for a dog.  This lasted about two years and allowed me to keep mobile 
with greater safety. Having one-to-one tuition with a mobility instructor from Guide Dogs who came to my home 
each week was a wonderful privilege. This aspect of Guide Dogs commitment in helping those with impaired vision is 
probably not widely appreciated.  
  
After about two and a half years, I was matched with a lovely dog - Sunny.  
We then had two and a half weeks of ‘bonding’ before I was assessed and 
passed out as a registered ‘handler’.  As I live fairly close to the Guide Dogs 
headquarters this was undertaken at home, a trainer coming each day, 
rather than my having to spend time in a neighbouring hostel. This involved 
walking around the neighbourhood and testing out my most frequent 
journeys - to the Royal Society of Medicine, and my wife's dementia home.   
 
Sunny had been specially selected for me as she was trained on escalators 
as well as all the usual routine requirements to enable safe journeys to 
shops, on buses and on the Tube.  Since then we have never been 
separated day or night and we have a remarkable understanding.  If I 
sneeze, she comes to check up that all is well. She is very happy sitting in 
lectures, going to concerts and travelling in an airplane when I fly abroad to 

see my daughter. She behaves perfectly when taking me up for ‘communion’ 
on a Sunday and has, I am sure, enlarged the congregation with her admirers!  
I treasure the companionship we have and my reliance upon her.  I can never 
stop thinking of  the dedication and skills of the breeders, puppy walkers and 
trainers who have enabled the partnership I enjoy with Sunny.   
 
Guide Dogs are now launching a programme for the rebuilding of their training 
centres to meet the growing need for dogs.  The population is ageing and 
there is an increased number of people remaining more active than in 
previous generations - many of whom have eye problems.  The costs of 
providing fully trained dogs is always increasing. Having myself previously 
supported a number of Charities, Guide Dogs, understandably, now have pride 
of place!   
 
How else can I and those around me express gratitude for all they do? 
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SCHOOL’S OUT FOR SUMMER 

Lockdown has been relaxed and grandchildren are visiting again, but how do we amuse them?  Unlike previous 

holidays there will be no swimming pools open, no trips to London on the train, no summer clubs or theme parks to 

visit, so what will we do? 

This is when I looked back to my childhood in the 50’s to see how we amused ourselves. 

School holidays started with family fun during the Factory Fortnight, meeting family and friends for picnics in 

Abington Park to listen to the bands play and the annual visit to Wicksteed Park with St Luke’s Sunday School, 

clutching the allocated three sixpences spending money.   

Sitting on a suitcase on a busy platform at Castle Station before heading 

off with countless others to sample the charms of a seaside holiday 

because I was a very lucky child.  The end of August we were excited by 

the preparations for Timken Show, especially as I lived in Castle Avenue, 

watching the stables and marquees go up (and down), the horse boxes 

arriving and the horses being fed, exercised and groomed.  

The in-between weeks were spent playing outside. Once our chores were 

completed we were turfed outside to play... no daytime T.V. or play-

stations in those days.  It didn’t matter if it rained as there was always a 

shed in somebody’s garden where we could shelter and play board games 

or read comics. In the sunshine we caught the butterflies on the 

neighbour’s Buddleia bush, made dens, raced on homemade trolleys and 

played in Errington Park. In the street we skipped, played marbles, British 

Bulldog, ‘What’s the Time Mr Wolf’ or ‘Farmer, Farmer, may we cross your golden field’. There were not many cars 

around in those days and if one came by, we all stopped what we were doing and stared at it. 

We often walked to Duston Mill, picking and learning the names of  wild flowers on the way. Sometimes we caught 

the 321 bus to town to swim in the open air swimming pool in ‘Midi’ Meadow or to Jimmy’s End, to go and catch 

sticklebacks in the stream in Victoria Park with our bandy nets or a jam jar. 

There was always somebody out playing and we learnt to share everything, especially our good fortune. If a child 

had some pocket money left this would require a group visit to the local sweetshop. We would spend ages staring at 

the goods on display and work out the best value for money....a packet of Spangles, four fruit chews for a penny or 

some kali and liquorice sticks to dunk in it (otherwise a wet finger was used...not recommended). The best value for 

money was a pomegranate, using pins to pick out the succulent seeds. That kept us busy for ages. 

Have a think, what did you do to pass the time in your school summer holidays? 

Julia Corps, (Duston resident 1952-73)  

 

MARY WRENCH AND HER PETITION - ANDY NORTH 

Every November we see poppy wreaths surrounding the village war memorial that bears the names of those Duston 

men who died in the two World Wars. The victims of earlier conflicts are not commemorated in this way, and most 

of their names are lost from the historical record. The fortunate survival of a document from 350 years ago provides 

evidence of the only man associated with Duston who is known to have taken part in the Civil Wars, though it is 

likely there were others whose names are now lost to history.  

The battles of the Civil Wars of the mid-17th century cost around 100,000 lives, and it is estimated that roughly the 

same number of civilians also died from their disruptive effects. The Wars had a profound impact on one Duston 

villager named Mary Wrench, whose husband had been killed while fighting on the Royalist side. Mary’s husband, 

Thomas, was a native of Brailes in Warwickshire, but she had ended up in Duston, struggling to make ends meet. As 

Image taken from Duston Heritage Facebook 
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an impoverished war widow, Mary petitioned the county magistrates at the court of Quarter Sessions for a sum of 

twenty shillings a year. She claimed this had already been agreed by two of the Justices when they had previously 

examined her case at Brington, yet the money had never been paid to her. For this reason, and despite being ‘lame’ 

she had to travel to Northampton to make her claim before the Justices at court. 

Mary would have been given help making her petition, which she would not have written herself. She was perhaps 

assisted by an educated man in the village, such as the vicar, John Russell, or a member of the Spencer family of 

Althorp, as her husband is said to have accompanied the corpse of Lord Spencer ‘to the grave’. The reference here is 

to Henry Spencer, who was killed by a cannonball at the Battle of Newbury on 20 September 1643. All that is known 

about the death of Mary’s husband is that he ‘was slain in the north’. 

Even the most educated people of the 17th century wrote in a way which looks odd to modern eyes, since they had 

no concept of ‘incorrect spelling’. The same word might then appear with various spellings in the same document. 

Today, the letter ‘e’ is the most used letter of the alphabet; in the 17th century it appeared in writing even more 

frequently. In the highlighted section of Mary’s original petition, she describes how she ‘is a very poore creature and 

alsoe very lame’. A modernised version of the petition is given below. 

Mary went to court to ask for financial help at the Easter Sessions of 1668, which means she had been struggling as a 

widow for over twenty years since the end of the major battles of the Civil Wars. For unknown reasons, the presiding 

magistrates rejected Mary’s appeal; the word ‘Disallowed’ is written on the bottom of her petition. Her fate 

afterwards is uncertain. However, in 1674 Duston’s parishioners were assessed for the Hearth Tax, a tax of two 

shillings a year payable on each hearth in a house. The Duston tax assessment lists seventy-two householders, 

including seven widows, but Mary Wrench’s name is not among them: the magistrates’ harsh rejection of her claim 

for a pound a year might have been the final straw for the crippled widow – an early example, perhaps, of an 

unsympathetic benefits system. 

The humble petition of Mary Wrench 1668 of Duston in the county of Northampton, widow. 

Humbly shows: That whereas your 

petitioner’s late husband, Thomas Wrench, 

was born at a place called Brailes in the 

county of Warwick, who accompanied the 

Lord Spencer’s corpse to the grave, and 

being under one Captain Simon Luke was 

slain in the north under the said Captain in 

the King’s Majesty’s service of ever blessed 

memory; by reason whereof, your 

petitioner is a very poor creature and also 

very lame, and altogether unable to help 

herself; and whereas she has formerly had 

a pension of four pounds a year, since 

which time it has been referred to Mr 

Janson and Mr Onley, and the said Mr 

Janson did at the time of meeting at 

Brington concerning the examination of 

pensioners, allow your said petitioner 

twenty shillings per annum, which said 

meeting were a little before Epiphany 

Sessions last past, but your petitioner has 

received nothing since that time, although 

it were allowed by Mr Janson. 

May it therefore please your worships to consider the case of your poor petitioner and grant her the said pension of 

twenty shillings per annum.  And your petitioner shall pray etc. 
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What was a pound a year worth in the 1600s? The question is an impossible one to answer because things acquire 

different monetary values at different times in history; food, labour, rents, land and property all had different 

relative values compared to today, so historians cannot agree on how to calculate comparative costs. One rough 

guide might be earnings: a labourer would earn around 10 pence a day working in the fields around the time of 

Mary’s petition, while a woman doing fieldwork could be paid 4 or 5 pence; a craftsman, such as a carpenter, might 

earn a shilling and 4 pence a day; and a live-in servant would be paid £2 or £3 a year, with their food and 

accommodation taken care of. Rents for Duston cottages in the 1680s ranged from 30 shillings a year for the best 

properties to around 2 or 3 shillings for the small cottages where a widow might live. 

For more on the subject of Civil War petitions see: https://www.civilwarpetitions.ac.uk/ 

 

AS IT WAS - TREATMENT OF THE INSANE - KATHY PERKINS 

This article is based on the papers of Doctor William Harding who was Medical 

Superintendent of Berrywood and Duston War Hospital (1897-1920) and my research in 

the N.C.L.A. archives which are held at Northamptonshire Records Office (N.R.O.) 
Summarising Dr Harding’s undated report to the Kit Kat Club (a series of regular meetings held at the Royal College 

of Psychiatrist] he said that the story of the treatment of the insane from the earliest periods of which there are a 

record, up to almost the middle of the last century, was not pleasant reading.   For a long time a monastery held 

what medical knowledge there was in existence, and the monk-physician could only deal with his patient according 

to his skills and knowledge.   In some cases he tried to exorcise the demon with prayers and Holy Water.   In others 

he prescribed most horrible concoctions.1 

To the Saxons one phase of the disease was known as “Devil’s Sickness”; and in order to expel the demon from a 

fiend-sick man, some recipe such as the following was given:  

“Take a spue drink, namely: Lupin, Bishop’s wort, henbane and cropleek.   Pound them together: add ale for a liquid.   Let it stand 

for the night and add libouts or cathartic grains and Holy Water” 

Other superstitions had survived to a very late period.  To certain wells which have some connection with a saint, a 

peculiar efficacy in the treatment of insanity has been attributed.  At one well in Cornwall called St. Nun’s Pool, about 

8 miles from Launceston, the water from the pool was allowed to flow into an enclosed space, and on the surrounding 

wall the patient was made to stand, with his back to the water, and then thrown backwards into it. 

Similar virtues were attributed to wells in Scotland. In 1793 it was stated that about 200 persons afflicted in this way 

were annually brought to try the salutary influence of St. Fillan’s Well, it was of this well that Scott wrote in “Marmion” 
2   These patients were conducted by their friends who first performed the ceremony of passing with them three times 

round a neighbouring cairn.  On this cairn they then deposited a simple offering of cloths or perhaps a bunch of 

heather.   The patient was then thrice immersed in the sacred pool, and after the immersion was bound hand and foot 

and left for the night in a chapel which stood near.   If the lunatic was found loose in the morning good hopes were 

felt of full recovery; but if still bound a cure remained doubtful.   It sometimes happened that death relieved the 

patient during confinement from the troubles of life.   In Ireland is the well-known example of the wells in Glen-na-

Galt - called the Valley of the Mad, because of a belief that a cure for insanity exists in a well situated in the Valley. 3, 

4.   In order to increase the efficacy salt was sometimes added to the Holy Water with which the insane persons were 

 
1 NCLA 2/29/5/6 Dr Harding’s report to Chit Chat Club, undated 
2 http://www.walterscott.lib.ed.ac.uk/works/poetry/marmion.html 
3http://westkerry.com/blog/?page_id=271 
4 In July, 2012, a chemical analysis was carried out on the waters of Gleann – na – nGealt and at Tobar na nGealt at the end of the 

valley there was found to be 55.6  of the chemical Lithium, ppb in the water.  This was much higher than  the Lithium content 

recorded in other water samples in the locality.   The test was carried out by Tralee scientist Dr. Henry Lyons and Dr. Paidi O 

Domhnaill, local resident.  The chemical Lithium is often used in the treatment of mental illness and it would suggest that people 

in olden times came to the valley for the cure and that there was indeed some basis to the story of the “cure in the water”. 

https://www.civilwarpetitions.ac.uk/
http://www.walterscott.lib.ed.ac.uk/works/poetry/marmion.html
http://westkerry.com/blog/?page_id=271
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treated; it treated, the idea being, that salt being the emblem of immortality, would be particularly distasteful to the 

demon afflicting the patient.  

 

 

 

 

 

Dr Harding continued, saying that ignorance of the true causes of the mysterious disease of insanity was the origin of 

much of the cruelty with which the insane people were treated.   It destroyed lives it may be said and to destroy all 

that makes life valuable or desirable.  People were blinded by ignorance and superstition.   The name Bedlam is a 

corruption of Bethlem, from the Priory of St. Mary of Bethlem in London.   This Priory was founded in 1247, but it is 

not until 1403 that there was a distinct mention of there being lunatics detained there.   It continued to be the custom 

for visitors to go to the Asylum as one of the sights of the town, and a penny or two pence was charged for admission.   

This practice was stopped in 1770.  The scenes in A Rake’s Progress shows this Asylum and two ladies of fashion visiting 

the wards.   The pictures of The Rake has been extolled as a perfect representation of “moody madness, laughing wild, 

amid severest woe” 5  

In the women’s galleries in Bethlem they found in one of the side rooms “about 10 patients, each 

chained by one arm or leg to the wall; the chain allowed them merely to stand up by the bench or 

form fixed to the wall, or to sit down on it.” 6 For a dress, each had only a sort of blanket-gown, 

made like a dressing gown, but with nothing to fasten it round the body.   The feet were without 

shoes or stockings.   Some of these patients were lost in imbecility, dirty and offensive; associated 

with them were others capable of coherent conversation, and sensible and accomplished.   Many 

women were locked up in their cells, chained, without clothing, and with only one blanket for a 

covering.    

In the men’s wing six patients in the side room were chained close to the wall; five were handcuffed, and one was 

locked to the wall by the right arm, as well as by the right leg.  Except the blanket gown, these men had no clothing; 

the room had the appearance of a dog-kennel.   Chains were universally 

substituted for the straight waistcoat.   Dr Harding drew attention to those 

patients who were not cleanly, and all who were disinclined to get up, could 

lie in bed; in what state may be imagined.  In 1814 in one cell they found a 

patient.  A patient called William Norris a 55 year old American (image left).   

He had been a powerful and violent man.   Having on one occasion resented 

what he considered some improper treatment by his keeper, he was 

fastened by a long chain which was ingeniously passed through a wall into 

the next room, where the victorious keeper, out of the patient’s reach, could 

drag the unfortunate man close to the wall whenever he pleased.  To prevent 

this sort of outrage, poor Norris muffled the chain with straw; but the savage 

inclinations of the keeper were neither checked by a superintending eye or 

the officers of the asylum partook of his cruelty and his fears; for now, a new 

and refined torture for the patient was invented, in the shape of an ingenious 

apparatus of iron.   “A stout iron ring was riveted round his neck, from which 

a short chain passed to a ring made to slide upwards or downwards on an 

upright massive iron bar, more than six feet high, inserted into the wall.   

 
 
5 A Rake's Progress is a series of eight paintings by 18th-century English artist William Hogarth. 

6 http://www.insaneasylum.ca/InsaneBritish/Bethlem-Hospital-And-St-Lukes.html 

 

Sketched from life by by G.Arnald 1814, 
Wellcome Collection, CC-BY 

http://www.insaneasylum.ca/InsaneBritish/Bethlem-Hospital-And-St-Lukes.html
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Round his body a strong iron bar, about two inches wide was riveted; on each side of the bar was a circular projection 

which, being fastened to, and enclosing each of his arms, pinioned them close to his sides”  

The effect of this apparatus was, that that the patient could indeed raise himself up so as to stand against the wall, 

but could not stir one foot from it, and could not walk one step, and could not even lie down, except on his back; and 

in this thraldom he had lived for twelve years.   During much of that time he was reported as being rational in his 

conversation.   But for him in all those twelve years, there had been no variety of any kind, no refreshing change, no 

relief; no fresh air; no exercise; no sight of fields or gardens, or earth, or heaven.  Each miserable day was like 

another, and each night.   At length relief came, but he only lived for a year.    

In continuation of his report Dr Harding said that at the beginning of the 18th century there were to be found in 

England places where the insane were detained and treated by private individuals, but there were no public asylums.  

One of these private asylums in London was kept by Dr Newton, herbalist, who took patients into an old Manor 

house in Clerkenwell, London, previously the residence of his Northampton family  

By the turn of the 18th Century, England and France combined had only a few hundred individuals in asylums.  In 1815 

a Committee was appointed to consider the question of provision being made for the better regulation of madhouses 

in England.   These enquiries let a flood of light in upon many dark places. 

From 1827 onwards steps towards the amelioration of the lot of the insane was taken and there were many 

enquiries, reports, bills and legislation was eventually passed through Parliament after many abortive attempts. 

Psychiatrists were pressured by an ever increasing patient population.   The average number of patients in asylums 

kept on growing.  Asylums were quickly becoming almost indistinguishable from custodial institutions with the large 

majority of patients being transferred from work houses and the reputation of psychiatry in the medical world was 

extremely low.    

In 1842 Lord Somerset brought forward a motion for the inspection of Asylums and pointed that there was no 

inspection of those lunatics who were confined in their own houses, in separate houses, or in public institutions and 

in the Hospitals such as Bethlem and St. Luke’s.7   

My own research indicates that the first mention of providing ‘accommodation for lunatics’ in Northampton was in 

1789. The occasion was a meeting of the Governors of Northampton General Infirmary when giving serious 

consideration to erecting a new, purpose-built hospital, as the original Infirmary opened in George Row in 1744 was 

no longer large enough to cope with demand for room.  On 14 July 1834  the Governors acquired at auction the 

freehold of 21½ acres of the estate of the late Robert Harding, situated off the Billing Road in an area once occupied 

by the St. Andrew’s Priory, a Cluniac foundation of 1100, from which the Hospital’s present name is taken.  The site 

cost £2,900.8 

Eventually in 1838 the General Lunatic Asylum was opened in Billing Road where mentally ill patients were admitted, 

chiefly funded by patients who could afford to pay for themselves with the less well-off paying for their board and 

maintenance.   For the less fortunate there was the workhouse or imprisonment. 

Pauper lunatics were admitted to this Asylum.  By the late 1860sys the Asylum was considered too small to take all 

the pauper patients as well as the private fee-paying patients.  In 1870 they had recommended that the county build 

a separate asylum for pauper patients.   In 1878 the General Lunatic Asylum, having become a purely private asylum 

changed its name to St. Andrew’s Hospital.    

The Commissioners looking for the right piece of land for development looked first at 145 acres in Blisworth; but 

then the Berry Wood Estate of 200 acres at Duston was offered for sale by Mr Thomas Phillips of Northampton who 

then owned the brewery in Bridge Street, and who had purchased the land to build himself a house.   At the time of 

the sale the county part of the land was in the occupation of the father of Mr T.C. Thompson of Duston Hall.  The 

 

7 Lord Granville Charles Henry Somerset (1792-1848) 
8 St. Andrew’s Hospital, Arthur Foss and Kerith Trick, 1989, Granta Press 
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land, described as a freehold estate of 180 acres of rich land timbered with oaks of good growth and ornamental 

appearance, was thought to be ideally situated because of its closeness to Northampton. The Village of Duston in 

1876 was a small relatively isolated hamlet (sic).  

The Commissioners inspected the site and Parliament gave their approval for the purchase in August 1871. 

Northamptonshire County Asylum was opened in 1876 as the pauper lunatic asylum for Northamptonshire. In 1881 

there were plans for extension to admit 150 patients, including epileptics and sick, which was completed 1884.  In 

1885 there was a detached hospital ‘The Home’ and in 1888 an idiot children’s block for 50 patients.  

Females with puerperal depression were admitted with ‘mania’, ‘melancholia’ or ‘stupor’.  The scourge of epilepsy 

was prolific and many patients were epileptic following what we would now call ‘an acquired brain injury’. 

The quotes below are from my research into Berry Wood Hospital, before it became a War Hospital:  

“When the fits come on he is extremely violent and requires restraining as he attempts to bite and strike [kicked in 

the temple by a pony when age 13]”  NCLA 6/2/2/14 

“Age 67, female, husband’s ill treatment - her expression is that of fear - has been an imbecile in the workhouse for 

the past 36 years.  Diagnosis - hopeless” NCLA 6/2/1/5 

“Age 13 years, a female.  Idiocy and Epileptic.  Gets in the way of horses.  Face so disfigured, a child with red hair, one 

eye blind.  Face fearfully disfigured with old cicatrices [new tissue that forms over a wound and later contracts into a 

scar] from ulceration;  nasal cartilage eroded and scars about her forehead, mouth and neck.  Died 25 October 1898 

from exhaustion, from epilepsy.” NCLA/6/2/1/7  

In conclusion to Dr Harding’s report, he said the use of mechanical restraint [such as used with William Norris]  in 

county and borough asylums, unless for surgical reasons, such as to prevent patients removing dressings or 

applications to wounds and injuries, or during the forcible administration of food, was, with few exceptions, 

abolished.9  He also reported that in Berry Wood [hospital] visiting was allowed every day of the week, except 

Sundays – and on Sundays in case of illness.   During the year 1901, between 9,000 and 10,000 persons visited Berry 

Wood to see their friends who were patient’s there. 

He continued “In no respect has there been a greater advance than in the personelle [sic] and qualifications of the 

now trained mental nurse.   Without good gents, no system, however excellent in its inception, can be carried out 

satisfactorily.   I think however that while still keeping in mind the horrors of the past, we ought not to forget 

altogether the way in which daily trials are borne, and actually dangers risked, by the rank and file of our asylum 

staff. 

An outsider can have little idea of the work of the asylum nurse, male or female.   The helpless idiot unconscious of 

his needs;  the aged dement; whose feebleness and restlessness require special care;  the paralytic, who must be fed 

and nursed like an infant; the degraded patient with disgusting habits and filthy propensities;  the epileptic with 

impulsive and even homicidal outbursts of violence;  the patient who is wearing himself out with uncontrollable 

excitement; the restless individual suffering from acute depression and constantly on the watch for a chance to end 

his wretched life; such cases as these are common in our asylums, and to care for them is the everyday tasks of the 

man or woman who has taken up the Nursing of the Insane as a vacation.   Yet they are not so trying as the insults 

and abuse of some of the more intelligent patients who look upon those in charge of them as the authors of the 

imaginary ills from which they suffer.”     

References: Northamptonshire Records Office, Northampton County Lunatic Asylum (N.C.L.A.) Dr William Harding’s undated Report On The 

Treatment Of The Insane.  This collection also contains other professional reports written by Dr Harding.  

 
9 By 1845 physical restraints were on their way out of public asylums. A new regime relied on strict operational systems and  
monitoring, of both staff and patients, to maintain order. 
https://www.sciencemuseum.org.uk/objects-and-stories/medicine/victorian-mental-asylum#physical-restraints-in-asylums 

https://www.sciencemuseum.org.uk/objects-and-stories/medicine/victorian-mental-asylum#physical-restraints-in-asylums
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MEETING (HOUSE) LANE – HOW THE NAME CAME TO BE (PROBABLY) - DAVID CARTER 

George Smith, a Duston man, placed an advert in the Northampton Mercury on 11 December 1830.  He intended to 

sell his buildings, which included a licensed beer house, known as the MEETING HOUSE.  He had also created a malt-

house, where he made his own beer. 

 

The Alehouse Act 1828 established a general annual licensing meeting to be held in every city, town, division, county 

and riding, for the purposes of granting licences to inns, alehouses and victualling (i.e. provision of food) houses to 

sell excisable liquors to be drunk on the premises.  

Enacted two years later, the Beerhouse Act 1830 enabled any rate-payer to brew and sell beer on payment of a 

licence costing two guineas.  The intention was to increase competition between brewers; lowering prices and 

encouraging people to drink beer instead of strong spirits.  It resulted in the opening of thousands of new public 

houses and breweries throughout the country. 

The Meeting House was probably an existing barn or dwelling house.  

Whether he sold his business premises and cottages, we do not know.  The beer-house may have continued as a 

going concern for some years, and the lane which led to it (and past it, towards Hopping Hill) became known as 

MEETING HOUSE LANE (later ….. Meeting Lane). 

MEETING (HOUSE) LANE – the early years 

Samuel Harris lived with his mother in Peggy’s Lane (later Squirrel Lane) in Duston.  During the 1820s, Samuel 

attended College Lane Baptist Church in Northampton, where he was a Sunday School Teacher, alongside George 

Shrewsbury and Robert Bartram. 

The three teachers resolved to found a Sunday School in Duston.  The two 

downstairs rooms in the Harris’ cottage were to be used; one for the boys’ 

class and the other for the girls.  Within a few months, there were eighty-

three children on the roll, and the two rooms were overflowing.  Rooms 

across the road in Starmer’s Yard had been used by the Wesleyan 

Methodists for a short period of time, as they sought to found a Society in 

the village.  William Harrison lived in that cottage and was known as 

“keeper of the Methodist Rooms.” 

William Harrison, “keeper of the Methodist Room” in Starmer’s Yard                                                                              

(the original photo is held by the Northamptonshire Record Office  

(image right) 

The former Methodist Rooms proved to be as inadequate as the original 

rooms in Squirrel Lane, and from 1828 until 1844, the Sunday School met in a barn in Meeting Lane.  Was the Sunday 

School meeting in George Smith’s meeting house, or was another large barn used?  From around 1837, adult 

services were taking place each Sunday, as well as the children’s classes.  In 1844, the Sunday School and adults 

moved to a purpose-built chapel on the Main Road.   
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PICTURE QUIZ 

Images for the August edition (page 11) from Barbara Luke:  

Image 1 

The Bridge is over the Dallington Brook at the back of Lodge Farm 

Image 2 

The New toad pond at St. Crispin’s Hospital 
 

These images for this edition are from Mark Vincent.  Not necessarily in Duston! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

18th Century PPE: Costume for protection against cholera; dog carrying a notice saying, ‘don’t be afraid’.  M.G. Saphir, 

https://wellcomecollection.org./works/m7gdjr2b. 

Comments from Andy North relating to the August edition:  News item on page 2 regarding the date of the wedding 

of Miss Myra Pascoe and Dr A.J. Kilpatrick - this took place July-September 1939. 

Also, page 3 the phrase ‘Fit for Heroes’ comes from Lloyd George and the First World War, though, of course, it still 

had resonance for the Second. 

 

EDITORIAL - ARTICLES AND IMAGES FOR THE OCTOBER EDITION OF THE DLHS NEWSLETTER  

Copy for the next edition should be sent to me by 13th September please so please send me items of interest for 

publication. 

Kathy 

Duston Local History Group publication: 

The Editor reserves the right to decline to accept an article.   Also articles may be edited due to space constraints. 

https://wllcomecollection.org./works/m7gdjr2b

